
“Paint it with

LUSTAR
and you'll double its life!"

That goes for gates, yards, fences, buildings,

trailers, implements, silos, horse-, cow-, and

stack-covers, tarpaulins, etc., etc.

Since first marketed in 1944, Lustar has

made firm friends all over New Zealand,

because of. its simplicity in use, and

reliable performance. Lustar Improved Tar-

Base Paint is equally good for metals,

timbers (including pinus), or fabrics. In

black only: Gallons 25/-; 4-gallons 80/-;
45-gallon drums (railage free) £3O.

Order from your Stock Firm or ,

Hardware Dealer.

N.Z. Distributors:

McGill Agencies, Box 1507, Wellington.

PLAYING SAFE
-

Round the Farm
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Is like money banked. And
. ‘Tanalised’ Timber fence posts,
!| battens, stock yards, gates, stay
F trim year after year. They’re

SAFE from borer and rot. (Ask

Kn) your merchant for the special
Can ‘Tanalised’ Timber grade for
awR ground use.) Don’t take chances

an f arm upkeep—be sure with

pressure - treated ‘Tanalised’
Timber.
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Available from Timber Merchants.

Full details from:

HICKSON’S TIMBER

IMPREGNATION CO. (N.Z.) LTD.
P.O. BOX 3762, AUCKLAND. TEL. 41-915.
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It’s better value too! “3-in-One”

Oil has more penetrating power,

greater “oilyness”, to make it

the ideal ANTI-RUST lubricant

for home, office, workshop and

garage. Buy “3-in-One” Oil today.
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3. FORESTS ARE CROPS

Forestry is farming on a large and long term scale, with a

crop of trees in place of grass and sheep. The New Zealand
Forest Service is responsible for administering over nine

million acres of forest reserves. Just as the farmer selects

stock and crops, considers climate, geography and soil types
so does the forester use scientific research in planting, tending
and harvesting a crop which may take fifty years or more

to reach maturity. In, the case of Kaingaroa, largest single
logging enterprise in the Southern Herrtisphere, forest

planning visualised from the first planting the ultimate

utilisation of this area— milling and processing for

domestic use and export of the many manufactured

products which today use timbers as a raw material.

Forestry is forever

Inserted in the interests offorest protect-

ion by the New Zealand Forest Service

... Soil Conservation Council.


